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Preface

Skuleskogen National Park, Sweden. 

BAckgrouNd of The ProjecT

in summer 2012 i went on a hiking trip in the swedish nationalpark 
"skuleskogen", situated ca. 150km south of  umeå. it is a rather small 
(23,6 km), but stunningly beautiful site located at the coast of  the Gulf  
of  Bothnia. i was accompanied by my brother and my sister who both 
share my passion for hiking and wild nature. My brother made this pas-
sion to a part of  his job, by working for the German non-government 
organization naBu. He was a hobby-ornithologist ever since his child-
hood and the protection of  birds is still one focus of  his job.

during our trip, my brother told me about a project naBu is working 
on right now: they aim to build up a network of  caretakers to keep track 
of  activities and developments in nature protection areas in Germany. 
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similar networks already exist in Germany as well as in other countries 
of  the world. But most of  them force their caretakers to use elaborate 
and outdated systems to collect data, retrieve information and commu-
nicate amongst themselves. naBu's goal is to create an up-to-date tool 
to support the network with contemporary technology. for me, as an 
emergent interaction designer, this sounded like a tailor-made task.

i had already asked myself  beforehand, how design could contribute 
to the conservation of  nature. there are countless approaches and 
applications to control one's energy consumption or to facilitate recy-
cling waste. Most of  them definitely tackle important issues such as 
carbon-footprint or pollution, yet there are only very few that deal with 
another critical issue: the issue of  biodiversity.
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SPAN - A PlATform To moNiTor 
Bird ProTecTioN AreAS. 

We are faced with a plethora of  environmental problems nowadays:
climate change or pollution are only two of  them and relatively well
known and understood by many people. Yet insufficient attention is 
paid to degradation of  biodiversity. it is apparent that a wide range of  
species and habitats is essential for both physical and mental health of  
people. diverse ecosystems provide food, clean air, water and soils, ge-
netic resources for medicine, and opportunities for recreation.[1]
not only because of  those reasons, the european union adopted direc-
tives for the protection of  biodiversity that led to the foundation
of  the natura 2000 project. natura 2000 is a protection area network
comprising of  more than 26,000 sites covering almost 18% of  the eu’s
land area.[2] even though human activities are not prohibited in natura 
sites, the network provides means by which biodiversity protection can 
be legally established on a large scale.

since economical goals and interests of  national governments as well 
as political parties are commonly contradicting with goals incoprorating 
enviornmental protection, the inhering tasks fall back on non-govern-
mental organizations.

Abstract

The official Natura 2000 logo



SPA protection areas in Germany.
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Partnering with the naBu enabled me to work on plans for a new net-
work of  caretakers aiming to monitor natura 2000 areas protected by 
the european birds directives, called special Protection areas (sPas).
Using scientifically proven methods ensures the quality of  data collec-
tion and enables the naBu to report the condition of  protection areas 
to the eu commission. Based on detailed reports, the commission can 
take legal action against national governments in order to enforce better 
protection measures.

My contribution bears on the creation of  a platform for caretakers to 
communicate with each other, tools to monitor activities and develop-
ment in protection areas and to create detailed reports about them. By 
having a public additional to the caretakers touchpoint should help to 
involve and motivate citizens to contribute or even engage voluntarily 
as caretakers.

using a broad range of  tools in an iterative design process, including 
service blueprints, stakeholder maps, interviews, surveys, target groups, 
idea generation, evaluation matrices to storyboards resulted in a package 
of  mobile and web application as a backbone for tools for a wide scope 
of  caretaker profiles which range from unversed amateurs to highly 
skilled specialists.

My partner naBu scheduled the launch in early 2014, using the results 
of  my Master thesis as a fundament for the implemented touchpoints. 
after my graduation i am very likely to be further involved in the pro-
ject as an external consultant.

NABU is the abbreviation for the German 

Nature and Biodiversity Conservation Union 

(Naturschutzbund Detuschland)   



PArTNer

"founded in 1899, naBu is one of  the oldest and largest environmen-
tal associations in Germany. the association encompasses more than 
450,000 members and sponsors, who commit themselves to the conser-
vation of  threatened habitats, flora and fauna, to climate protection and 
energy policy. naBu`s main objectives are the preservation of  habitats 
and biodiversity, the promotion of  sustainability in agriculture, forest 
management and water supply and distribution, as well as to enhance 
the significance of  nature conservation in our society."[3]

My brother forwarded me to the person in charge at the naBu head-
quarters in Berlin, Lars Lachmann. Lars is the main coordinator for 
creating the new caretaker network and naBu's expert for all issues 
related to the protection of  birds. He used to work in Poland and the 
united Kingdom and is highly experienced in national as well as inter-
national nature protection affairs. after a skype-call we concluded that 
both NABU and I could benefit from a cooperation, so I was invited to 
a meeting in Berlin in the beginning of  february.Lars Lachmann

The stork Michael receives 

a GPS transmitter. 

introduction
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NATurA 2000 - The BAckBoNe

in 1979, member states of  the european union adopted directive 
79/409/eec, the so-called Birds directive. it is "the eu's oldest piece 
of  nature legislation and one of  the most important, creating a com-
prehensive scheme of  protection for all wild bird species naturally oc-
curring in the union." [4] the Birds directive "focuses on the issues 
of  habitat loss and degradation, as those are the most series threats to 
the conservation of  wild birds."[5] together with the Habitats directive 
from 1992, which "protects over 1.000 animals and plant species and 
over 200 so called "habitat types" (e.g. special types of  forests, meadows, 
wetlands, etc.)"[3] in europe, is the foundation for the natura 2000 net-
work, which is "the centrepiece of  eu nature & biodiversity policy"[6].

since 1992 the european union's countries were responsible to des-
ignate areas according to the two directives. By June 2012, the natura 
2000 network consists of  26.406 protected sites, covering 17,9 % of  
the european union’s land.[2] it is composed of  two different kinds of  
protection areas:
 
specIAl protectIon AreAs (spAs):  

sites designated according to the Birds directive
specIAl AreAs of conservAtIon (sAcs):  

sites designated according to the Habitats directive  

it is important to mention, that natura 2000 sites do not depict areas 
in which human activities are prohibited, but it defines rules and regula-
tions how to protect habitats that are critical for the survival of  certain 
species. it further provides a set of  rules concerning hunting or trading 
live or dead animals.[6]

In Germany there are 5266 Natura 2000 

sites, covering  80.749.82km² or 15,43% of  

the land area. [2]



NABu ANd Birdlife iNTerNATioNAl

Birdlife international is an international partnership of  nGos "that 
strives to conserve birds, their habitats and global biodiversity, working 
with people towards sustainability in the use of  natural resources."[8] 
Birdlife established an international network of  protection sites called 
important Bird areas (iBas). an iBa is chosen "if  it meets certain cri-
teria, based on the occurrence of  key bird species that are vulnerable to 
global extinction or whose populations are otherwise irreplaceable."[9] 
The criteria for IBA areas are scientifically proven and accepted by the 
european union as a model to designate sPa areas that are protected 
through the eu's bird directive.
Being the national partner of  Birdlife international, naBu was in-
volved in the designation of  sPa areas in Germany for already a couple 
of  years and used the iBa criteria to enforce the designation. since the 
completions of  designating sPa areas in Germany in 2009, naBu fo-
cused its efforts on their protection instead of  further pushing forward 
the designation of  more iBa areas since a recorded overlap of  ca. 65% 
of  sPa and iBa areas. nevertheless there were numerous additional 
areas designated as sPa, even though they are non iBas, for instance 
due to another existing protection status.

The logo of  BirdLife International

BirdLife’s Important Bird Area network 

overlaps 65% with the Special Protection 

Areas of  Natura 2000.

737 spA

540 IbA79.096,14 km²

40 211,44 km²
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The iSSue

The designation of  737 SPA areas in Germany, is not sufficient to en-
sure their protection. The German government, specifically the German 
federal agency for nature conservation (Bfn), is solely responsible to 
collect data about the current population of  bird species. in order to
evaluate the condition of  sPa’s there is a need to work out a favorable
conservation status, which will be subsequently compared to the current 
status. Moreover, data about threats and measures taken needs to be col-
lected in order to get a complete picture about the status of  protection 
areas. Presumably, the government is reluctant to collect this data, since 
they want to prevent european judgements as happened to many eu 
countries (including Germany) already.

Birdlife international developed a monitoring concept to evaluate the 
status of  iBa's worldwide.(see appendix 1) this concept is based on 
the gathering of  data on three partial aspects:

stAte - the current popu-
lation of bird species and 
condition of habitats.

pressure - current and 
foreseeable threats on 
the protection area.

response - Measures 
taken and planned to 
protect the area. 

an standardized valuation system enables the summary of  ratings and 
comparisons between areas and countries.[10] Mainly due to financial 
issues this monitoring concept is applied seldom and only in few coun-
tries. still it is proven to work well by the existence of  extensive data 
from denmark, Poland and Kenia.

The relationship between indicators of  State, 

Pressure and Response.[10]

A site is in favourable conservation status if  

the site-specific conservation targets (in terms 

of  population, habitat or range) indicate that 

it is at or above pre-determined reference val-

ues for all of  the species the site was classified.

stAte

pressure response



The goAl

naBu is keen on establishing a network of  caretakers that use the iBa 
monitoring concept to create annual / biannual reports about sPa's in 
Germany. in doing so, existing databases on state (population of  
species) will be used as a foundation. traditionally, amateur and profes-
sional birdwatching generated profound data about bird population and 
habitats. One goal is to "tap" databases like BirdLife's World Bird Data-
base (WdBd) or the German ornitho.de and naBu's naturgucker.de. 
in return, new data collected should be reinserted.
adding to that the tasks of  caretakers will be surveying sPa's and call-
ing attention to threats. caretakers act as "eyes and ears" of  naBu 
on-site and should also be contact persons for residents and visitors of  
the sites. Last but not least, they are asked to undertake conservation 
activities to help protecting the sites

In order to set up the network it requires a solution, which enables the 
caretakers to communicate among each other as well as with the central 
coordinator in the main office. The platform will allow the feed of  mon-
itoring data consisting of  state-, Pressure- and resPonse-da-
ta. Moreover it will deliver the annual /biannual reports and retrieve all 
needed information such as geographical or ornithological information.

another goal is the involvement of  citizens likewise. a part of  the plat-
form should be public for interested people to obtain information or 
contribute in conserving sPas. this public access point may also be a 
way to increase awareness about sPas or natura 2000 in general and 
could further serve as a channel to recruit new caretakers. 

The World Bird Database (WBDB) is 

where data from BirdLife’s IBA monitoring 

concept comes together.
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ProBlemATizATioN

As a non-profit organization, NABU is funded by donations and some 
governmental, but mainly eu funding. this implies, that the caretaker 
network will be based on voluntary participation. Because naBu can't 
pay the caretakers for their efforts such as the refund travel expens-
es, NABU needs to figure other ways to drive motivation. Renowned-
ly, caretakers characterize a diverse group of  people inhering different 
and fluctuating levels of  engagement, motivation and commitment over 
time. a new platform should prompt motivation on the basis of  differ-
ent incentives and address different types of  caretakers thereby meeting 
the requirements of  both, character and educational diversity.

this leads to the next problem area, namely the diversity of  the care-
takers’ educational background. some have already worked full-time in 
other protection networks and are highly skilled and specialized. others 
again have or had jobs completely unrelated to nature protection and 
are dependent on a effective information retrieval system.

Ploughing up of  grassland is a common threat 

to protection areas in Germany since its high 

population density. 



meeTiNg ANd iNTerviewS iN BerliN

The project started meeting the caretaker-networks coordinator Lars 
Lachmann in NABUs federal office in Berlin. We collaboratively with 
him we defined the scope of  the project and he outlined the overarching 
goals and issues to me in detail. Lars outlined the overarching goals and 
issues. In a question and answer cycle Lars answered a prepared list of  
questions and explained numerous abbreviations and other technical 
terminology necessary to understand the topic. I asked Lars to map out 
a framework within which he presented his anticipated outcome of  my 
project (above). this visualization should serve as a basis for upcoming 
discussions. after the kick-off  meeting, i had the chance to do inter-
views with four other naBu employees vital to my topic:

sIMon Grohe, coordinator of  the "stiftung nationales naturerbe" 
tIll hopf, consultant for nature and species-conservation
helGe MAy, media-consultant
dAnIel hundMAIer, leader internet-group

method

The first framework developed in 

co-creation with the future coordinator 

of  the SPA network
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In the first Interview with Simon Grohe, I acquired a good under-
standing of  the existing caretaker network, with regard to how it works, 
which issues and areas of  improvement do exist. the network simon 
coordinates "stiftung nationales naturerbe" (national natural heritage 
foundation) consists of  caretakers that are responsible for sites naBu 
has acquired over the last years and is now owner of. Some of  the sites 
are kept unused, others are leased but with respect to conservation-
al standards. The characteristics of  this network raises unique issues 
and exacerbates its projection to the new sPa-network i focused on in 
my thesis. since naBu is not the owner of  sPa sites, naBu has no 
responsibilities like securing paths or cleaning out waste. on the oth-
er hand, sPas are substantially larger than naBu-owned sites which 
makes collaboration of  groups of  caretakers even more important.

the second interview with till Hopf  the consultant for nature and spe-
cies-conservation, mainly dealt with the scalability of  my projects out-
comes. till is the potential coordinator of  a caretaker network for sac 
sites and informed me about a lot of  interesting points to consider. one 
reason not to implement sac caretakers right away is that traditionally 
it is a lot easier to find volunteers for bird-related issues than for issues 
related to other animals or plants. People interested in those topics are 
way more scattered and less organized than hobby-ornithologists. one 
prove for that restst upon the size of  citizen-science projects naBu 
conducts every year. While a project called "stunde der Wintervögel" 
(people are asked to monitor all birds they see in one hour during win-
ter) involved 93.000 people in 2013, there exsist no comparable projects 
about other animals or plants for example.

the last interview i did was with Helge May and daniel Hundmaier. 
they are responsible for naBu's homepage and technical issues that 
may be relevant for my project likewise. We discussed possible imple-
mentations of  my project and connections to databases. at this point 
in the project, those issues were not primary ones, it was yet valuable to 
talk to potential relevant stakeholders.

The NABU federal office in Berlin



i received a large amount of  material to work through, reaching from 
presentations about relevant topics, to articles and books about natura 
2000 and iBas to Gis-data. this material complemented my individual 
desktop research i already undertook before the meeting and served as a 
rich resource of  information throughout the whole project.

SyNTheSiS 1

after returning from the meeting i worked trough the transcripts and 
audio notes of  the interviews i conducted in Berlin. as a result, i iden-
tified four steps needed to build up the network: 

A geographic information system (GIS) is a 

system designed to capture, store, manipulate, 

analyze, manage, and present all types of  ge-

ographical data. [10]

pre-servIce 
phAse

hiring & training

marketing

setup of
dAtAbAse

input of  existing data

dAtA collectIon 
And subMIssIon

monitoring

reporting

reportInG

filtering

visualization

Once the platform was set up with all relevant tools, first, there is a need 
for the recruitment and training of  caretakers. concurrently with this, 
existing data (e.g. bird population, Gis data etc.) needs to be tapped 
(WBdB, ornitho.de, naturgucker.de) respectively set up as a new data-
base (Caretaker profiles). The main service phase consists predominant-
ly of  the caretakers’ monitoring and reporting work about threats and 
measures taken in the sPa's. after the reports are handed in annually, 
they are filtered and visualized for the coordinator to assess. He cleans 
the data for instance from exaggerations he figures out due to compari-
sons with other reports or his professional knowledge. every two, four 
or six years he submits reports to the european commission about the 
condition of  sPas in Germany, to provide them with a foundation on 
which legal measures can be taken if  required.
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reportInG

filtering

visualization

from all the information i received so far i was able to create a stake-
holder map to detect the stakeholders relevant to my project. even 
though my role in naBu's project was not to design the service, but 
the touch points, the creation of  a rough service blueprint  was a useful 
tool for me to determine the appropriate touch points. (next spread)

Land Owners 
(industry/farmers)

Public
users

caretakers

developers

InternAl

externAl

BirdLife Europe

european commission

naBu state/regional 
offices

administrators
(Gis/databases/platform)

NABU federal office
(coordinator)

German Government
(Bfn)

political reporting

informational

legal technical

RELATIONSHIP

toucHPoint

Stakeholder map of  all internal and exter-

nal stakeholders encompassing the platform 

including relevant touchpoints 



coordinator

Pre-service PHase
BUILDING AND MAINTENTCE 

of dataBase

caretakers

Public users

experts

Background
Process

touchpoint
job-platform

naBu network

workshops,
guidelines,

marketing tools
admin tools

hire caretakers

set up system

programming recruitement

data input in 
database 
(state)

training,
marketing

undergo
training

learn about
the system

provide 
state data

provide &
maintain 
Gis data

MOINDeveloper BfN

admin tools

support
Process
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rePortinG
DATA COLLECTION
and suBMission

coordinator
tools

monitor
protection

areas

monitor
protection

areas

submit annual
report on

Pressure &
resPonse

data input 
in database

(Pressure &
resPonse)

provision Gis & 
state data

filter & visualize
information

access database write report
send report to 

eu commission
caretaker support

public support

support, guidance

NABU

submit free
reports

monitoring/report tools, network



NABU federal office
(coordinator)

retrieve information to create 
annual reports edit database based on 

expert knowledge provides data 
on STATE

submit free reports on 
PRESSURE and 
RESPONSE

provide annual 
monitoring reports 
on PRESSURE 
and RESPONSE 

retrieve 
information 

on SPAs 

retrieve information on 
SPAs,

network

receive free
 reports

maintenance 
of  data

infomation retrieval
network

report management
database management

infomation retrieval
network

monitoring tools
reports

coordinator 
touchpoint

caretaker 
touchpoint

public
touchpoint

admin
touchpoint GIs data

stAte
pressure
response

databases

data 
exchange

caretakers Public users

naBu state &
regional officesexperts WBdB

Bfn
(federal agency of  

nature conservation

Detailed framework involving the most 

relevant touchpoints and stakeholder groups.
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taking into account both stakeholder map and blueprint, the main 
stakeholders relevant for my project are:

the coordInAtor - the main recipient of  reports. 
responsible for the network and reporting to 

 the eu commission. 

the cAretAkers - volunteers who monitor sPa sites 
and based on that create annual reports about their condi-
tion. they are naBu's contact persons on site.

publIc users - interested citizens keen on retrieving 
information or contributing in conserving sPas.

experts - different specialists responsible for setting up 
and maintaining the platform and databases

Based on the synthesis of  stakeholder map, blueprint and the prelim-
inary framework Lars has visualized prior, I created a more detailed 
framework to base my further process on (left side). it highlights the 
most relevant touchpoints for my project. in the center, there are the 
geographical database, and the database about state, Pressure 
and resPonse. the stakeholders can access the database in different 
ways, hence they all need to have distinct touchpoints that serve their 
particular purposes. the touchpoints will be used in very different ways, 
since the stakeholder groups exert very distinct tasks in the service.



Geographical distribution of  the 114 public 

surveys respondents.

Video-Skype call with Martin Altemüller, 

one of  the caretaker-interviewees
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Eurobarometer Reports are public surveys  

about a large variety of  topics conducted by 

the European Commission 

cAreTAker iNTerviewS ANd PuBlic Survey

after i conducted interviews with representatives of  two stakeholder 
groups (coordinators and administrators) i also needed to get insights 
about the caretakers and the public perspective. i contacted potential 
interview partners in Germany represented mostly by caretakers of  ex-
isting protection-area networks.
I worked out an preparatory questionnaire (see Appendix 2) to collect 
some general information about the caretakers. This way I could figure 
out which type of  transportation and equipment the caretakers use to 
execute their monitoring and the frequency of  execution. Based on the 
questionnaire I prepared individual questions for each of  the caretakers. 
in the end i conducted four interviews with caretakers of  diverse pro-
files and perspectives. (see Appendix 3)

i talked with them about their personal experience, their monitoring 
work, if  and how they report about it and their relation to the public as 
a caretaker. My interview partners reached from volunteers to full-time 
caretakers. they all had very different motivations and levels of  knowl-
edge about different branches of  nature conservation. the tools they 
used also differentiated from very basic pen & paper solutions, to GPs 
tagged photography to complex field-laboratories.

adding to the interviews i ran an online survey with 114 respondents. 
i aimed at learning about the public point of  view about the topic. (see 
appendix 4,5) the link to the survey was distributed on environmental 
protection related platforms, so it focused on people who are rather 
involved into the topic. Because of  that, i also called in two eurobarom-
eter reports by the european commission to compare my surveys result 
with the bigger picture, especially when it comes to public awareness 
and knowledge about the topic.



SyNTheSiS 2

one conclusion i drew analyzing the interviews and the survey was, 
that caretakers are closer connected to the public than i expected. even 
though some caretakers are highly specialized professionals, at least as 
many are recruited from average citizens. still, not every citizen is ca-
pable or willing to take over a caretakers job, since a certain level of  
knowledge and commitment is preconditioned. referring to the care-
takers those two aspects are also the most important when it comes to 
the public attitude towards nature protection.
as a result from the interviews i extracted four groups of  people and 
came up with a matrix to visualize them. even though there was no em-
pirical data behind this method, it effectivley summed up the findings 
of  my research.

“the devoted“ 
 a group of  people is or has been active in nature protection and 

has good knowledge about at least one area of  species. 

“Green souls“ 
 People who are rather committed to nature protection, have a fair-

ly decent knowledge and are willing to participate actively in nature 
protection as long as it does not overwhelm them. i call them - a 
lot of  my survey‘s respondent are in that group. 

“hedonIsts” 
 People who enjoy nature because of  its recreational value, be it 

sports, hunting or hiking. they don't know a lot about nature pro-
tection, and mostly prioritize their personal interests.

“IncurAbles”
 a group  that doesn't really have an interest in nature protection, 

or worse - they see it being connected to bans and rules. in the 
field, it is hard to talk to them, because they just don‘t want to 
know or don‘t care.
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the level of  knowledge is something that is closely connected to moti-
vation. that means, if  one is into something, then one enjoys to learn 
about it and thus gets more knowledgable. this does not necessarily 
mean, that somebody who is entirely committed always knows more 
than somebody who is less and vice versa, still a causal connection is 
plausible.

users of  the public touchpoint can be found across those groups - pro-
vided a certain level of  commitment - and a touchpoint could even be 
a tool not only to convey information, but also to strengthen commit-
ment.

at this point i decided in consultation with my professor to focus on 
the caretaker touchpoint for the further project to keep the scope man-
ageable and have a more detailed solution for the primary target group, 
the caretakers.

“incurables”

level of knowledge caretaker touchpoint

public touchpoint

level of commitment

“Hedonists” “Green souls” “the devoted”

Mapping the different groups of  people

relevant to my project



a closer look at the matrix helped me to identify some more detailed 
distinctions between the potential users. i used the dimensions of  
knowledge and commitment to further map the different profiles of  
caretakers I identified with the help of  the interviews.

The first group are specialists that have a high knowledge and are com-
mitted to nature protection. Prevalently they work as full-time caretak-
ers. second, there are amateurs, who are really dedicated and highly mo-
tivated to learn more. next, there is the group of  skillful citizens - who 
have quite some knowledge about species of  animals for instance, but 
they mostly act for their own interests. Last, there is the big group of  
casual users, who are open to the topic, but rather easily overwhelmed 
by to much information or responsibility.

level of knowledge

specIAlIst

highly skilled scientist
uses sicentific methods and tools

devoted AMAteur

heavily dedicated
eager to learn

skIllful cItIZen

hobby scientist
uses special equipment

cAsuAl tree-huGGer

open to the topic
easily overwhelmed

level of commitment
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exPlorATive reSeArch

After synthesizing all findings I concluded my user-focused research to 
take a closer look at the key activity: monitoring. My further research 
should answer questions on different monitoring approaches like "what 
is monitoring,which solutions do exist?" and "why do people do it, what 
motivates them to do it?"

i came upon uncountable concepts, do-it-yourself  projects, web-plat-
forms, gadgets and scientific tools.  (appendix 4)

the collection of  data and transforming it into information can be his-
torically traced back a long time. one example is the odometer used by 
the antique romans to measure distances. They transformed this data 
into information on how long their armies would need to travel. Be-
side military motivations the causes to conduct monitoring activities are 
diverse. Maybe one of  the strongest driver is curiosity - probably the 
nasa named the mars rover because of  this reason. it made people 
discover new continents hundreds of  years ago and new stars and plan-
ets nowadays. to gain knowledge or create commercial value are very 
obvious reasons as well, since data became a very precious good. Google 
and facebook are just two of  many examples of  companies whose busi-
ness model is based on this aspect. social and environmental monitor-
ing approaches became widespread due to technological progress, and 
as more people have access to to technology. Last but not least: People 
monitor for personal interests, like training or energy consumption. 

some of  those motivations are more relevant for my project, others are 
less, but they all show that monitoring is something people can be very 
committed to.

Replica of  a roman odometer for measuring 

road as shown in the exhibition “Jenseits des 

Horizonts. Raum und Wissen in den Kul-

turen der Alten Welt” in the Pergamonmu-

seum, Berlin



Marinexplore is an online platform where mariners can share ocean 

data from measurement stations or own sensors.

RoboShoal is a fish-robot that collects data about water-pollution in 

harbor basins. Working in a swarm the robot collects samples, analyzes 

them and sends the information to a lab.

FLOAT is a project kickstarted by two students to measure air-qual-

ity in Beijing. The students provide the code and wiring diagrams and 

facilitate workshops to let citizens build their own sensors.

Lapka is a pocket-laboratory for the iPhone that combines different 

sensors to measure radiation, electro-magnetic fields, humidity or ni-

trate.
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After finding quite a few different monitoring approaches, I stepped 
back to the matrix i came up with and matched them to the different 
groups of  caretakers. (left) doing so, i was able to extract some of  the 
benefits they have for the user. For example, an online platform where 
mariners can put in and retrieve data leads to a stronger network as they 
all learn from each other, where a diY-project on monitoring air-pol-
lution educates the people who participate, giving them a better knowl-
edge about the related issues. 

Eventually these benefits are the aspects I aimed to cover with my pro-
ject as well. Transforming them into four questions concluded my re-
search and I compiled requirements for the final solution. (below)

level of knowledge

specIAlIst
How can the platform assist highly 

skilled specialists with their work 

without imposing unwanted burdens?

devoted AMAteur
How can I provide a large amount of  

on-demand information that rewards 

the user with deeper knowledge?

skIllful cItIZen
How can I make the user more involved 

and connect him to other skilled users to 

build a strong network?

cAsuAl tree-huGGer
How to convey the knowledge people need 

and motivate them in the long run without 

overwhelming them?

level of commitment



ideATioN

already during the research phase i was in the habit of  putting down 
early ideas i came up with. i started the ideation with visualizing and 
illustrating those ideas. after some free brainstorming and inspirational 
detours i had generated around 40 partial concepts (see appendix 6). 
their scope reached from simple applications that help caretakers per-
form their  job, to more complex and unconvential ideas. to name but a 
few, a shared planning tool, ideas using location tagging and maps, con-
cepts using imaging technologies and advanced monitoring approaches 
like aerial photography. 
As another way of  reflection and evaluation, I devised a matrix using 
the most important requirements for my target group I extracted in 
my research conclusion. By adding "feasibility" i used a dimension that 
depicts in which phase of  the project the respective idea could be im-
plemented. this constituted a way for me to compare ideas and look at 
them from a more objective perspective. doing so also helped to step 
back from already favored ideas and getting a more unbiased point of  
view.

result

Most of  the ideas arose from 

visualizing written notes

feasibility

network

assistance

involvement

introduction

education
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To find out if  my ideation covered all four different segments of  care-
takers (specialists, skillful citizens, devoted amateurs,casual tree-huggers) 
i used the the same matrix to allocate my ideas. a closer look revealed 
commonalties among the ideas which further on enabled me to group 
them into four clusters:

report  
ideas that eased up writing reports or helped  
with appropriately evaluating threats.

MonItorInG 
different approaches how to collect and log data, 
tools that facilitate the caretakers job.

InforMAtIon retrIevAl 
concepts on how and where users could  
obtain which information.

network 
ideas that help to connect caretakers and  
support the communication in the network.

level of  commitment 

cAsuAl tree-huGGers
devoted AMAteurs

level of  knowledge 

specIAlIsts

skIllfull cItIZens

Allocation of  ideas to the 

four groups of  caretakers



no matter which ideas would be picked in the end, these four clusters 
needed to be addressed in the final solution of  my project. Before con-
solidating my ideas and framing the final concept, I wanted to gather 
some more opinions from the users themselves, so i prepared an online 
rating sheet (see appendix 7). i collected feedback from eight German 
caretakers who rated five groups of  ideas on five different aspects:

 • extension of  knowledge
 • motivation
 • helpfulness/usefulness
 • quality of  monitoring
 • facilitation of  reports

Based on resulting feedback I did a final selection of  partial concepts to 
consolidate in the end result. to check the consolidated concept i played 
through different scenarios with caretaker personas using storyboards 
to boil down the experience of  people using the tool.. the storyboards 
were influenced by insights I gained from the interviews I conducted.

Extract from the online rating sheet
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fiNAl PAckAge

The final package is a combination of  web- and mobile application, a 
print-out toolbox and the access to Pv‘s (photogrammetry vehicles). as 
i focused on caretakers i put more effort in working out their touch-
point, only giving hints on the coordinator or public touch points. 
anyway, the touchpoints are very similar, leaving some critical informa-
tion out in the public touchpoint and exchanging the monitoring tools 
with report analysis tools in the coordinators touchpoint. 
the admin touchpoint would not have added a lot of  value to the pro-
ject at this point, so i left it out intentionally.

report

MonItorInG

InforMAtIon retrIevAl

network

Web-application

Mobile appPrintouts Pvs



Web-application: The info feature in the area section
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weB-APPlicATioN

a web-based application is the backbone of  the platform. it is used 
to retrieve information about protection areas, species of  birds and 
responsible caretakers. (see appendix 9.1, 9.2) further on, it connects 
caretakers, coordinators and public users by providing networking fea-
tures like messaging and a news feed. the web application facilitates 
monitoring by providing tools like location based notes and a planning 
tool that both can be collectively used by a group of  caretakers who 
share responsibilities for an area. (see appendix 9.4) notes can be cat-
egorized using a standardized system of  classes that are concurrently 
used in the report. this way, monitoring information can be easily car-
ried over to the report. (see appendix 9.3)
to ease up the monitoring work, there is a print out-toolbox. With its 
help, the caretaker can easily produce non-digital forms to use when 
working out in the field without being dependent on electrical power 
or signal coverage (see appendix 9.5). another element is the Pv (pho-
togrammetry vehicle) section (see appendix 9.6, 9.7). it gives access to 
autonomous monitoring drones that can be reserved and ordered via 
the platform. it also lets the caretaker plan aerial monitoring activities 
and transfer data from and to the Pv. (see appendix 9.8)
the last element of  the web-application is the report feature. (see ap-
pendix 9.9) Even though official reports are only due once a year, it is 
one of  the core elements of  the platform. as mentioned before, taken 
notes can be easily imported to the report and edited before submission. 
this assures, that no information put down throughout the year gets 
lost. Adding to the official, annual reports there is an option to submit 
free reports. this is important as sometimes there are urgent matters 
that need an immediate response.

See appendix 8 for a use-case scenario



Mobile application: main menu Mobile application: Note feature
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moBile APPlicATioN

the mobile app offers similar functionality as the web-application and 
follows the same hierarchical structure. (far left) though, it is focused 
on mobile, on-site usage and does not provide access to all features, like 
the print-out editor for instance. instead, the mobile-app enables the 
caretaker to control Pv's and start a waypoint routine planned before-
hand. (left) all content displayed in the mobile application is synchro-
nized with the web application. Any note taken out in the field is saved 
in the cloud to be later accessed on the computer or by other caretakers 
of  the same area. (see appendix 10.1 - 10.10)

PriNTouTS

the printout toolbox that can be accessed in the web-application pro-
vides an opportunity to have recourse to tools that are not dependent 
on internet access or electrical power while being out in the field. Ad-
ditionally it facilitates monitoring work also for caretakers who do not 
own a smartphone yet.
on the web-platform, the user can create a individual form with dif-
ferent elements. these include customized maps and locations, notes, 
information about species or empty fields to be filled in manually. Each 
form is tagged with a unique QR-marker. 
After returning from a field trip, the caretaker can scan the form, or take 
a photo of  it and import the image to the web application. an image 
recognition algorithm digitalizes all information as it knows layout and 
where to find which information.



An ArduCopter PV equipped with a GoPro 

camera.
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Pvs - PhoTogrAmmeTry vehicleS

the fourth and last part of  the package are the Pvs. as free or public 
aerial pictures do not offer up-to-date and high-quality pictures a solu-
tion to take them single-handedly improves the quality of  monitoring 
and adds a layer of  information.
even though manned motorized gliders are already used for that pur-
pose, they are way too expensive to be used extensively because of  logis-
tic and personnel issues. autonomous Pv's are cheaper and can be used 
without specialized personnel. a few Pv's are placed at disposal to be 
ordered on demand. availability can be checked online and an order can 
be placed with the same feature. the Pv's are kept by the recent user 
and passed on when the next caretaker places a request. That way, no 
unnecessary shipping efforts need to be done.
in the planning tool, the caretaker can depict which area he needs aerial 
pictures of, and the program calculates waypoint coordinates and flight 
levels. the planning data can be exported to the Pv directly or later with 
the help of  the mobile app.
the mobile app is the main control interface for the Pv at the same 
time. With it, a flight routine can be started and supervised. During the 
flight realtime data like position, altitude and remaining battery power 
is streamed to the smartphone to manually cancel the flight in case of  
emergency. After the flight, aerial pictures can be imported with the 
smartphone or on a stationary computer with help of  the web-application.
considering ethical implications and associations a lot of  potential us-
ers have with PV’s, the respective feature uses a scientific term (“pho-
togrammetry”) and the Pv’s bear names inspired by bird species. for 
instance, a quadcopter PV may be called “Kolibri” (engl. “Humming-
bird”) based on the ability to hover.



reAlizATioN ProceSS

the last steps of  the project where of  iterative nature. i created a func-
tion tree with all features of  the web- and mobile application. (see ap-
pendix 11) in parallel i did a number of  paper prototypes and sketched 
wireframes to allocate the features. during this process both methods 
influenced each other reciprocally. I came up with a general interaction 
flow and a common menu structure for both web and mobile applica-
tion, taking into account the distinctions of  touch-based and mouse/
keyboard interaction. i tried to give both interfaces a similar look and 
feel, so users would instinctively know where to find which features. I 
relied on common interaction patterns to achieve a familiar and easy to 
use solution. 

See appendix 10: Function Tree
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to test the interface i digitalized the wireframes and made a simple interactive prototype. 
Despite the German labels and text elements the application raised no questions about 
the interface structure or navigation, and i received positive response from all persons i 
showed it to. The final result should be an interactive HTML prototype for the web ap-
plication, and conceivably a flash-prototype for the mobile app. At the time this report is 
handed in, both prototypes are under construction.
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iNTerAcTioN - weB APPlicATioN

for the web application i chose a simple main-navigation on the top of  
the screen. the four main sections of  the platform are color coded and 
represented by distinct, labeled logos. using the color-coding continu-
ously throughout the whole application for type and graphical elements 
ensures the user always knows which section he currently uses. the 
sub-navigation is placed directly underneath, letting the user navigate 
between the features of  the main sections. Both main- and sub-naviga-
tion provide empty space for additional features that may be added in 
the future. underneath the sub-navigation there is a contextual menu, 
showing search- or sort-by fields, as well as buttons to control appear-
ance or modes dependent on the features content.
the content area is characterized by a background map that can be 
displayed either horizontally overflowed or limited to the content area.
In the overflowed state it uses the whole width of  the users screen to 
be able to display larger geographical areas, even if  active features are 
overlayed. Interacting with some of  the features content also influences 
the map. if, for example a list of  protection areas is displayed, the zoom 
and section of  the map is chosen to show all areas in the list. By choos-
ing a list item the section of  the map adapts and zooms so the related 
area or location is shown. for most of  the features there are two display 
modes: full or half  of  the content area. in combination with the two 
map display modes, this enables the user to completely hide the map if  
wished for. the application is framed by a footer menu on the bottom, 
which contains map controls and some links. 
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iNTerAcTioN - moBile APP

the mobile app is hierarchically structured like the web application, 
though the main navigation is not visible all the time. it can be accessed 
by tapping an icon in the left corner of  the top-bar. the main menu 
slides in from the left, revealing an accordion-styled structure contain-
ing all features of  the main sections. after selecting one feature, the 
main menu slides out and can be re-accessed by tapping the menu icon 
again. depending on the selected feature, the top bar changes its func-
tions contextually, similar to the context menu in the web-application.

viSuAl deSigN
 
for the visual appearance of  both applications i chose to go for a sim-
ple, flat style. All parts of  the interface should not distract from the 
actual content to make it an efficient tool for caretakers. Still, all interac-
tive elements need to be recognizable as such, so they are supported by 
distinct hover- and active states. a warm-grey color palette supported 
by the naBu corporate design colors give the platform a friendly, still 
serious appearance while being connected to the organizations looks.



meThodS ANd ouTcome

throughout my master degree project i applied a number of  design 
tools and methods i learned at umeå institute of  design, in the time 
before that, being employed as a designer and during my diploma stud-
ies of  industrial design at the university of  Wuppertal. i tried to select 
the tools by their adequacy referred to the characteristics of  my project. 
for me it was important not to use methods textbook, but adapt them 
to my particular needs. 
for example, i started off  by working out a service blueprint to figure 
out the touch points to design, instead of  seeing the blueprint as a pro-
jects result. the way i started my project was very determined and could 
be criticized as narrow, but i deliberately chose this way to extract the 
main cornerstones of  my thesis as early as possible. this included iden-
tifying stakeholders and touch points. in the next step i broadened my 
perspective quite a bit to see the issues from a more holistic perspective, 
allowing me to analyze approaches distant from the actual topic and by 
that to come up with unconventional ideas.
Preparing the caretaker interviews with a questionnaire was a good way 
to learn about their profile before the actual talks. that way i could 
come up with individual questions for each interview and use more of  
the time for more detailed probe questions.
Even though I could not extract scientific quantitative findings from the 
public survey i conducted, it was still useful to compare my target group 
with "common citizens", and to find out about their characteristics and 
their knowledge about the topic.

reflection
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coming up with a matrix mapping the levels of  knowledge and com-
mitment was a key aspect of  the research synthesis. it brought together 
findings from interviews, the analysis of  existing concepts and products 
to finally nail down the goals for ideation. together with an evaluation 
system the matrix also helped me to allocate and consolidate my ideas.
the research fluently passed into ideation as i noted most of  the early 
concepts beforhands. By visualizing i reflected on them, came up with 
new ideas and got rid of  the ones that did not make sense anymore. 
Personally the hardest part was the consolidation. even though i re-
ceived feedback from caretakers with the help of  an online rating sheet 
at some point i needed to rely on my skills and gut feeling as a designer 
to nail down the final package. still, discussion and reading through 
comments about my ideas helped with the decisions.
during the following wireframing and prototyping phase i could sharp-
en some skills I already started to acquire before the master program, 
but had rarely chance to apply. at the time this report is handed in i 
am trying to create an interactive prototype primarily for the web-ap-
plication to take the chance to imporve my coding skills and supply an 
experience as close as possible to the final product.
after having finished most of  the project work i am very happy with 
its outcome and excited to see how it may be applied and realized in the 
next steps. 

reSeArch ideATioN reAlizATioN
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culTurAl iSSueS

as collecting and storing data is one of  the key aspects in my project a 
lot of  ideas revolve around this topic. during my research and ideation 
i received critical feedback on ideas that involved the collection of  lo-
cation data, sharing personal information, or the use of  drones to take 
aerial photos. The issues of  data collection and data privacy are ques-
tioned by my target group who is part of  a social milieu which is not 
only aware of  environmental but also ethical problems.
Generally in German culture, this is a critical issue. an illustrative ex-
ample for that is how Google's streetview project developed between 
2008 and its discontinuation in 2011. After persistent critique by poli-
ticians and the ministry for consumer protection, amplified by 244.237 
applications to camouflage house fronts, Google decided to stop the 
project in Germany and does not plan to actualize any data.[11] during 
the StreetView project Google also collected data from private WLANs 
for location service purposes, but this included ssid data, which often 
reveals information about the WLAN owner's name. Google did not 
make this knowingly before and was fined.[12]
there are many more examples of  internet services that collect data 
which are criticized by politicians or data security specialists and the 
public opinion supports this criticism. in a european comparison Ger-
mans are very concerned about their data being recorded.[13] (left)

Postface



in the documentary "German angst - die angst vor Überwachung" 
(the fear of  surveillance) , Jan Münnich, one of  the founders of  the 
German Privacy foundation (http://www.privacyfoundation.de), an as-
sociation that informs about data security and online behavior states: 
"looking back in history […] we see how fast things can change and 
existing data is used for other purposes [than intentionally collected for 
- author's note]. the holocaust was only possible because of  the 'exem-
plary' work of  registration offices during the Weimar Republic." [14]
not only during the third reich, but also in the socialistic Gdr regime 
until the German reunion in 1990, collection of  data was used by the 
stasi (Ministry of  state security) to control and suppress the population.
 
Historical and recent examples show up, that any project about data 
collection, sharing of  personal information or geo-location needs to be 
handled with utmost care. this means for the further development of  
my project that there is a need for a cautious procedure and an open 
discussion about this topic, intensely involving the user groups.

TechNology ANd NATure ProTecTioN

even though the survey i conducted revealed that 54% of  all respond-
ents already use smartphone, which is a considerable number, the use 
of  modern technology is not perceived as being an advantage for nature 
protection by everone. feedback i received about my ideas pointed out 
an important aspect: Most people do not get involved in nature protec-
tion because of  technological innovations. they act from conviction, 
out of  conscientiousness or because of  their love of  nature.
i was already aware of  this when i started with my degree project, and 
decided to keep it in mind when designing a solution. Reflecting about 
my result, this is something very hard to realize, as i delivered a toolbox 
for the caretakers work. still, the touchpoint i designed is only a small 
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part of  the whole service, as shown in the blueprint (page 20/21). to 
recruit caretakers and create awareness about the network, the naBu 
is planning a number of  workshops, training and other activities. also a 
public touchpoint would rather focus on people who don't use it as tool 
for professional work, but out of  interest and during their spare time.
in his ted-talk "How to restore a rainforest", the dutch forester, con-
servationist and social entrepreneur dr. Willie smits talks about the 
importance of  involving locals in nature-protection efforts: "the local 
people are involved in every step, so no outside force can't interfere with 
that, so that the people become the defenders of  that forest".[15] 
Though some of  his TED-talks points were scientifically challenged by 
other biologists, i agree to the power of  involving locals: the closer an 
issue is to a person, the more likely he will make it his own.
With my project i tried to bridge the gap between biodiversity protec-
tion and technological innovation. i am deeply convinced, that making 
people less frightened of  technology and showing up its advantages 
could have a large contribution in the success of  protection efforts.

fuTure develoPmeNT

adding to the cultural and technological issues mentioned before, 
there are a couple of  more things to be taken into consideration. as 
the naBu is a nGo and mostly funded by membership subscriptions, 
donations and some governmental funding, the budget is limited. the 
sPa-network is only one of  many tools and platforms and still needs to 
prove its success. this means, that it should be developed and tested in 
a sequence of  steps, based on the priority of  features. The development 
plan needs to be refined in cooperation with my partner, but coming up 
with a rough proposal is definitely part of  my job as a consultant since 
I am equipped with a deeper knowledge about possible technical issues 
and development process.
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